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T-Shirt Quilt ... As You Go!
with RaNae Merrill

In this class you will learn a new approach to making t-shirt quilts: instead of putting together an entire 
top, you’ll quilt individual t-shirts then join them. Quilting one shirt at at time allows you to:

Easily quilt one shirt at a time YOURSELF on your domestic machine 
Enhance the memories of each event by telling its story in the quilting design! 
Make smaller quilts or pillows with a few t-shirts, then add more as your t-shirt collection grows. 
No big, heavy, stretchy top to fight with, and no need to send it out for quilting.

Materials list
MUST HAVES:

T-shirts (washed and ironed if necessary) 
If you’re buying new t-shirts, get X-large for more fabric. We’ll discuss in the first class ways to print 
custom t-shirts, or to buy blank colored t-shirts for more fabric.

Hobbs Heirloom FUSIBLE Batting DO NOT SUBSTITUTE!! 
You must be able to bond the t-shirt to the batting on BOTH sides because the batting act as 
BOTH batting and stabilizer. The batting for this project MUST be fusible and MUST be double 
sided. Do not purchase a single-sided fusible batting. Do not purchase a non-fusible batting. 
You can purchase this at local quilts shops, on Amazon, or other quilting websites. (Hancock’s of 
Paducah has the best price I’ve found so far.) It comes in two package sizes: Crib: 45” x 60” and 
Queen: 90” x 108”. If you buy it from a roll, 2-1/2 yards = a 90” x 108” Queen size piece.
If you can’t get fusible batting, other options are: Basting Spray, Lightweight fusible web such as 
Wisperfuse, Fusing powder. All of these have their complications.

Quilting Fabric for Joining Strips & Binding  
(Optional: also Backing, Borders and Sashing - see Optionals section)

You will definitely need quilting fabric for joining strips & binding. Joining strips are not sashing, 
they are the strips used to assemble the quilted pieces. Binding goes around the outside edge 
of the quilt. Using quilting fabric for backing, borders and additional sashing or fill-in pieces is 
optional. Use the yardage calculation chart to figure out how much fabric you will need. Wash and 
dry it before using. 
As an estimate: for joining strips and binding on a queen size quilt you will need about 3 yards. 
The amount will vary with the size of the quilt and how many T-shirts you use in it.

Thread (LOTS, for quilting and assembly) 
Buy a strong, good-quality thread that is easy to work with. It can be cotton or high-quality poly-
ester. Remember that t-shirts stretch, so you want a thread that won’t break easily if the quilt is 
stretches a bit.
My favorite threads for this are Magnifico and Fantastico from Superior Threads. They are 
40-weight tri-lobal polyester, very clean to quilt with, very strong, and come in a wide variety of 
solid and variegated colors. Superior recommends a 90/14 topstitching needle with them, which 
you can also purchase from Superior. 
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A variegated thread may be a good solution to unifying a lot of different colors in your quilt. 
Choose one that coordinates with all the t-shirt colors. Remember though, that the portions of the 
thread that match the fabric underneath them will disappear, creating the appearance of gaps in 
the quilting. So, it might make more sense to choose a couple of different variegated threads with 
similar colors so as you quilt different colors you can choose a thread that won’t disappear and yet 
still will be integrated with all the colors of the quilt.

OPTIONALS:

Quilting Fabric for Backing and Sashing:
Why is this optional? For your quilt, you can either use the backs of the t-shirts as the backing, or 
you can use quiting fabric as the backing. We’ll discuss in the first class how much fabric you will 
need, and ways of calculating it, but here are some preliminary guidelines.  Read them carefully.
If you use quilting fabric for the BACKS of all the shirts and borders, for a queen size quilt you will 
need about 7 yards. If you decide to use quilting fabric for the FRONTS of sashing and borders 
around the shirts, you’ll need 1-1/2 yards for the border fronts or 3 yards for fronts and backs., and 
more for the sashing.

FOR PILLOWS:

One T-shirt

Quilting Fabric for Backing and Binding
You will use this as backing for both the front and the back of the t-shirt. For a 20” x 20” pillow 
you’ll need 1-1/8 yards, which will also do the binding.

Pillow form (for pillow)

Buttons, snaps or Velcro (for opening on the back)

TOOLS

Sewing Machine Feet:
One that will allow you to stitch zigzag 
1/4” foot 
Machine quilting foot

Rotary cutter with mat and 24” ruler

Large square ruler (12” or larger is best)

Translucent foundation sheets or paper (or tissue paper)

Fabric marking pens
Blue water soluble [plus Q-Tips for erasing], purple air-erase or Bohin mechanical pencil. 
Have light markers for dark fabrics and dark markers for light fabrics. Soap chips are also good.

Water-soluble glue (Elmer’s School Glue works fine)

Quilting gloves or Gripper pads - squares of padded shelf liner for gripping your quilting
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CUSTOM PRINTING T-SHIRTS

If you want to put a photograph or other custom image on a T-shirt, you can order them online.

Google search: custom print t-shirts

I have used
Rush Order Tees: https://www.rushordertees.com 

To prepare the image:
Image size: 300 ppi  
JPG or PNG 
Color moder CMYK 
Check the site’s requirements. They may also provide image preparation.

Order extra large sizes for more fabric for borders, sashing, etc.

Try putting the logo on the back for less loss of fabric at the neckline.

If you need additional fabric or want to add colors, order plain colored t-shirts with no printing.  
Cost can be as low as under $5.00 per shirt.

Looking for a T-shirt from a place or event you attended in the past?  Search online -- you’ll be sur-
prised at what you find!
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Class Outline
WEEK 1: PREPARATION

Select T-shirts

Start thinking about layout - Mosaic or Blocks? Whole or pieced Blocks?

Start thinking about story - dates, places, people, landmarks, events, memories, “touchstones,” 
“Where’s Waldo” - a figure that shows up in all shirts, Sketchbook

Calculate Size with Fabric chart: 
Measure shirts, logos, quilted stories?  
Will you use front/back of shirt or back with regular fabric? 

Overall size you can make with shirts available. More shirts? Add fabric? Use blank parts of shirts?
Mention joining strips, but will calculate yardage needed after doing layout. Approximate: (1 L + 1 W 
of each logo or quilted story) + (L + W of overall quilt) = LInear inches. Divide by 40, multiply by 3

Thread 

Batting - fusible is a must Hobbs Heirloom 80/20 fusible (Hancock’s of Paducah)

Quilting fabric
Select a coordinating personality or theme, along with color
Use for joining strips
Backing: QF may be used for backing. If so, you can turn pieces over to bring quilting fabric for-
ward for variety and contrast
Borders: Using QF for front and back of borders gives edge of quilt stability.
How to use chart to calculate QF

How to Cut Shirts
Centering a logo that’s too high -- cut off the bottom and sew to the top.
Fuse batting - use sleeves for pressing cloth over logo or to cover exposed batting, repositioning 
batting
What to do with arm tucks
ZigZag baste edges

Pieced Blocks

Applique’d logos & embellishments (facing, fusible, etc.)

During the week: Cut and fuse shirts, sketch story ideas, play with layout

WEEK 2: QUILTING & STORIES

Layout
Mosaic or Block?
Balancing colors, values, & sizes
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Adding other elements - quilting fabric, pieced blocks, etc.
2s-3s-4s
Making a mock-up
Calculate yardage for joining strips from layout (Use chart, mention it now, do it next week)
Borders or not? Calculating yardage for borders (Use chart, mention it now, do it next week)

FMQ Basics
Sewing machine: bed level in table, Foot, Tension,  
Pull up threads & lock 
Outlining options (on line, shadowing, letters options) 
Use tissue paper to cover logo if needed

Design, Contrast & Fills
Layering (in What to Quilt Where)
Basic Fill Patterns:  
Stippling (Straight line, meandering, added elements), Lines (mark with tape), Soft grid, Water 
(Japanese, wavy lines, waves), Stretch t-shirt to avoid tucking, basic stippling

Story - dates, places, people, landmarks, events, memories, “touchstones,” “Where’s Waldo - a 
figure that shows up in all shirts

Mark design - marking pens, soap, masking tape

Quilted Story

Using translucent paper to print and quilt realistic / accurate designs

Solids (Bottoms of shirts, backs)
Quilt and use them for fillers, sashing
Add events you don’t have shirts for, quilted stories
Add elements (applique or otherwise)
Leave space to add future events

Borders
Use quilting fabric for stability
Border styles (ceiling & floor, cornerstones, pinwheel)
How to cut & layer (snip and tear or piece full length, quilt all, cut after
Quilting: in individual strips, or piece full length, quilt all, cut after

Quilting fabric
Calculate yardage for joining strips from layout (if not done earlier)
Calculate yardage for borders (if not done earlier)

During the week: Quilt shirts by outlining logos, continue on to stories / fills if ready, keep working on 
layout
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WEEK 3: THE LAYOUT

Pillows (way to use extra shirts or prep shirts before ready to use them)
Size / size of pillow form
Calculating binding fabric for pillow

Prepping a foot pocket - measurements (Size to lines of quilt), lining, binding

During the week: quilt bodies of shirts, refind layout, calculate (& buy if necessary) yardage for bor-
ders, joinings strips, binding

WEEK 4: ASSEMBLY 

Joining Strips
Calculating yardage you’ll need  (done previously, but review here)

On grain vs. diagonal (is stretch an issue?) Stretch stitch to use with diagonal?

Foot Pocket - attaching

Binding instructions - pre-binding borders

Adding pieces later on
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Trim and sandwich the shirts. Zigzag around the edges to hold them - largest and widest zigzag stitch. 
If you’re using quilting fabric as backing, do this with the quilting fabric on top -- it will eliminate sti-
teching and tucking in the t-shirt edges. If both sides are t-shirts, stretching them slightly will help to 
eliminate tucks. You could also use a walking foot.

Quilt the logos, including any stories, but hold off on quilting the rest of the shirt

Figure dimensions of logos / quilted stories / total shirts using spread sheet

The Dimension Chart
The Dimension Chart will help you plan your quilt in several ways. 

1) It will give you the sizes for cutting scaled-down cut outs to use for designing your quilt.

2) By measuring your shirts and calculating the square inches of quilted fabric that they will give you, it 
will help you determine how many T-shirts you will need for the size quilt you want.

3) It will help you calculate yardage needed for borders, sashing, backing and joining strips.

Using the Dimensions Chart

1. LIST EACH T-SHIRT, GIVING IT A NAME YOU WILL RECOGNIZE.

2. LOGO DIMENSIONS
Measure the exact width and height of the logo on each shirt and put the dimensions in the corre-
sponding places on the Dimensions Chart. 
Multiply the width times the height of each logo to get the Square Inches of that logo.

3. QUILTED STORY DIMENSIONS
The Quilted Story is the size of the logo plus any “story” quilting you do around it. You don’t want to 
cut the Quilted Story, so measure the width and height of the quilted area and put those dimensions 
in the corresponding places on the Dimensions Chart. At minimum, the Quilted Story will be the logo 
plus 2” on each side. At maximum, it can be the entire T-shirt. 

Minimum: Use the dimensions of the logo plus 2” on each side - so you add a total of 4” horizontally 
and 4” vertically. As you measure, check the distance from the top of the logo to the bottom of the 
neck band. Usually it will be 2”, but occasionally it will be 3”.  If it is 3”, add and extra 1” to the height 
measurement, for a total of 5”.

Actual Size: If the quilted story is larger than the minimum, measure the actual size of the quilted story 
and enter the width and height in the Dimension Chart.

Multiply the width times the height of each Quilted Story to get the Square Inches of that Quilted 
Story.

Add together the entire Quilted Story Square Inches column to get the Total Quilted Story Square 
Inches.

4. TOTAL SHIRT DIMENSIONS
Measure the full width and height of the t-shirt and put those dimensions in the Full Shirt Dimensions 
area. Width is measured from side to side of the body below the arms. Don’t cut out the sleeves into 
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the shirt width if they are narrower than the body. You can cut them straight with the body, then fold 
and tuck any extra fullness in the sleeve to flatten it. Sleeve seams will sink into the batting and disap-
pear when you quilt over them.

Height is measured from the bottom of the neck band to the top of the hem.

Multiply the width times the height of each Full Shirt to get the Shirt Square Inches 1 of that shirt (4A). 
Add together the entire Shirt Square Inches 1 column to get the Total Shirt Square Inches 1. Shirt 
Square Inches 1 tells you the total amount of shirt area you have if you quilt the front and back of the 
shirt together, using the back of the shirt as the backing. 

Multiply Shirt Square Inches 1 by 2 to get Shirt Square Inches 2 (4B).

Add together the entire Shirt Square Inches 2 column to get the Total Shirt Square Inches 2. Shirt 
Square Inches 2 tells you the total amount of shirt area you have if you quilt the front and back of the 
shirt as two separate pieces, using another fabric as backing. You can get twice as much quilted area 
from a shirt this way.

5. DO YOU HAVE ENOUGH SHIRTS?
From the Quilt Sizes section, compare the Total Shirt Square Inches with the square inches of the 
quilt size you want to make. If the Total Shirt Square Inches is less than the square inches of the quilt, 
you will need more shirts or you will need to use other fabrics for sashing and borders. If Total Shirt 
Square Inches is the same or a little larger than your quilt size, you have enough shirts. You can use 
the area of the shirt that extends beyond the logo as sashing and borders. Of course, you can still opt 
to use other fabrics, if you wish.

6. HOW MUCH PLAIN SHIRT FABRIC DO YOU HAVE FOR BORDERS AND SASHING?
Subtract Total Square Inches of Quilted Story from Shirt Square Inches. This tells you how much shirt 
area you have available for sashing and borders. Do this for both Shirt Square Inches 1 and Shirt 
Square Inches 2.

7. HOW MUCH OTHER FABRIC WILL YOU USE?
Measure any other fabric you are going to use for the FRONT sashing and borders. Fill in the 
dimensions.

8. TOTAL SHIRTS PLUS OTHER FABRIC - IS IT ENOUGH?
Add Line 6 and Line 7 to get the total available fabric that you have for your quilt. If this is the same 
or a little larger than your chosen quilt size, you have enough shirts and fabric. If this is less than your 
chosen quilt size, you need more shirts and/or fabric.
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Figuring out the Arrangement of Shirts, Sashing & Borders.
For this part, you will need graph paper with each inch divided into ten sections, 1/10” of an inch.

Here are several places online where you can print graph paper:

https://incompetech.com/graphpaper//square.html  
https://www.math-aids.com/Graph_Paper/Graph_Paper.html

https://www.printablepaper.net/category/graph

http://print-graph-paper.com/

Using 10 x 10 graph paper, mark out the dimensions of your Quilt Area, using 1/10” for each 1” of actual 
quilt size.  
For example, a quilt that is 90” x 110” will be marked out 9” x 11” on paper.

Mark off the area of the borders around the Quilt. (Do this with a pencil so you can make changes.)

Using the Total Square Inches of Shirt dimensions, cut pieces of 10 x 10 graph paper that are 1/10 the 
size of each shirt.  Reduce each 1” to 1/10” - divide the dimensions by 10 to get the mock-up size. 

On each of these shirt pieces, mark the position and size of the Quilted Story. It will always sit at the 
top edge of the shirt piece, centered from side to side. 

Color the shirt piece with a crayon, colored pencil or marker. Put the same color in the color space 
next to the name of that shirt in the Dimension Chart so you remember which color or fabric rep-
resents which t-shirt.

Write the name of that shirt in the Quilted Story area and in the surrounding shirt area.

Cut out the Quilted Story section, leaving the rest of the shirt piece intact. 

Arrange the Quilted Story pieces on the Quilt Area sheet.  Look for even distribution of colors and 
values. 
IMPORTANT:  
You can add WIDTH, up to the full width of the shirt.

You can add HEIGHT to the BOTTOM of the Shirt Piece.  
You CANNOT add HEIGHT to the TOP of the Shirt Piece because that is where you cut the neck band 
off the shirt.

Next, fill in sashing and border areas. You can cut up and use the Surrounding Area shirt pieces, use a 
different fabric, or use a combination of the two.
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About Joining Strips and Thread
T-shirts have grain -- they are more stretchy aroud the body and less stretch from top to bottom. But 
either way, they stretch. The batting does limit a lot of this stretch, but even when the shirts are fused 
and quilted, there will still be some stretch in them.

Joining strips are made of quilting fabric. We usually think of quilting fabric as not stretching, but in 
fact, it does. It stretches in 3 different directions, in different amounts:

Most stretchy: Bias (Diagonal). On the diagonal, the fibers themselves don’t stretch much, but the 
angle between the fibers changes to allow the fabric to stretch. 
Less stretchy: Width of Fabric. The cross-wise fibers don’t need to be as strong because they take 
far less tension and strees in the manufacturing process.
Least stretchy: Length of Fabric.  This is where the strongest fibers are, because the threads have 
to hold the fabric lengthwise on the rollers of looms and printers.

If you put together stretchy t-shirt panels with less stretchy joining strips, you’re likely to get a quilt that 
feels like a net. So, cut the fjoining strips at the angle that gives you the right amount of stretch for 
your quilt.

The last place where you need to consider stretch is your seams. If you stretch thread too much it 
breaks, and you don’t want threads breaking in your quilt! 

First of all, use a strong thread. Good quality, new thread. I like to use a polyester thread for assem-
bling because it is extra strong -- a good triblobal polyester like Superior’s Bottom Line (60 weight) or 
Fantastico or Magnifico (40 weight). (Those last two are what I also like for quilting, so you can kill two 
birds with one stone!)

Second, unless you’re working on a REALLY old machine, you sewing machine has some stitches 
that are designed to stretch. The best one is a triple straight stitch. This makes three stitches for 
each stitch: one forward, one back and another forward. Besides being a really strong stitch, it also 
stretches because the three stitches act sort of like an accordion. The down side of this stitch is that 
it takes three times as long to sew. Also, you have to get used to your fabric constantly moving back 
and forth a little bit.

Another option is to use a narrow zigzag stitch, BUT if you’re using a 1/4” foot you probably don’t 
have enough width for the zigzag within the narrow opening of the foot. You could use this with a 
wider foot if you mark all your 1/4” seams, or use a 1/4” mark on your sewing machine bed, or just get 
REALLY consistent at eyeballing a 1/4” seam.

Bottom line: The stretchiest, strongest combination of joining strip and seam is to cut joining strips on 
the bias and sew them with a triple straight stitch.  

Second best option is to cut joining strips width of fabric so there’s some give.

Last option is to cut joining strips length of fabric for total stability.

Experiment a bit to see which combination works best for you.

A few notes about bias joining strips:
1) Be sure not to stretch joining strips when sewing and ironing. If they stretch, they get narrower and 
then your joins won’t fit well. When sewing, you can use a the point of a seam ripper or stiletto to hold 
them in place if you notice a tendency to shift and stretch.
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2) Bias joining strips tend to wobble more when you press them, so make sure when pressing the 
back joining strip that you pull it all the way over from the seam, and that you press it straight. When 
you glue it use enough glue to keep it really secure, so the wobbliness of the bias doesn’t cause a 
loose BJS to shift off the seam line and not get caught in the final stitch-in-the-ditch from the front.

On yardage / size calculation sheet select the shirts from each column -- logo, story or whole shirt 
-- and add up the actual selected pieces to get a more accurate calculation of the quilt size.

Pressing t-shirts: using pressing cloth over logos.
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Make a Quilted T-shirt Pillow
with RaNae Merrill

MATERIALS

Please buy from your local quilt shop or my online store whenever possible. Support local business!

1 T-shirt for each pillow (Washed. Ironed if necessary) 
If you’re buying new t-shirts, get X-large or even larger for more fabric. We’ll discuss in the first 
class ways to print custom t-shirts, or to buy blank colored t-shirts for more fabric.

Hobbs Heirloom FUSIBLE Batting DO NOT SUBSTITUTE!! 
You’re going to fuse the t-shirt to the batting so the batting acts as BOTH batting and stabilizer. 
Pinning or basting will not do the job. So the batting for this project MUST be fusible and MUST be 
double sided. You can purchase this at local quilts shops, on Amazon, or other quilting websites. 
(Hancock’s of Paducah has the best price I’ve found so far.) It comes in two package sizes: Crib: 
45” x 60” (makes 2 pillows with leftover) and Queen: 90” x 108” (makes 12 pillows). If you buy it 
from a roll, it comes 108” wide; for a 20” pillow you’ll need 5/8 yard (makes 2 pillows with leftover).
If you can’t get fusible batting, other options are: basting spray, lightweight fusible web such as 
Whisperfuse, or fusing powder. These all have various complications and for those reasons I don’t 
use them, but if one of these is your only option then go with it.

Quilting Fabric for Backing & Binding
The binding strip joins the front and back of the pillow and creates the look of piping around the 
edge. For a 20” x 20” pillow you’ll need 2/3 yard for backing and1/4 yard (cut WOF) for binding.

Thread for Quilting and Assembly
Buy a strong, good-quality thread that is easy to work with. It can be cotton or trilobal polyester. 
Remember that t-shirts stretch, so you want a thread that won’t break easily if the quilt is stretches 
a bit.
My favorite threads for this are Magnifico and Fantastico from Superior Threads. They are 
40-weight trilobal polyester, very clean to quilt with, very strong, and come in a wide variety of 
solid and variegated colors. Superior recommends a 90/14 topstitching needle with them, which 
you can also purchase from Superior. 
A variegated thread may be a good solution to unifying a lot of different colors in your quilt. 
Choose one that coordinates with all the t-shirt colors. Remember though, that the portions of the 
thread that match the fabric underneath them will disappear, creating the appearance of gaps in 
the quilting. So, it might make more sense to choose a couple of different variegated threads with 
similar colors so as you quilt different colors you can choose a thread that won’t disappear and yet 
still will be integrated with all the colors of the quilt.

Water-soluble glue (Elmer’s School Glue works great)

Pillow form
For a firm pillow, the pillow form should be slightly larger than the finished pillow size; for a softer 
pillow, it can be slightly smaller. Adult t-shirts will make a pillow 18” or larger. Choose your pillow 
size accordingly. One option is to use an older, worn pillow inside, or insert pajamas in it during the 
day. Or make a t-shirt pillow large enough for a bed pillow and use it as a pillow or pajama sham.
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OPTIONALS:

Buttons, snaps, Velcro or zipper 
You can use any of these to close the overlap on the back of the pillow if you wish, but they aren’t 
absolutely necessary.

Decorations such patches, crystals, etc. if you want to add decoration to the pillow

Fusible Web such as Wunder Under or Steam-a-Seam if you want to add a fusible applique design.

TOOLS

Sewing Machine Feet:
One that will allow you to stitch zigzag 
1/4” foot 
Machine quilting foot

Rotary cutter with mat and 24” ruler

Large square ruler (12” or larger is best)

Tissue paper or translucent foundation paper

Fabric marking pens
Blue water soluble [plus Q-Tips for erasing], purple air-erase or Bohin mechanical pencil. 
Have light markers for dark fabrics and dark markers for light fabrics. Soap chips are also good.

Water-soluble glue (Elmer’s School Glue works fine)

Quilting gloves or Gripper pads - squares of padded shelf liner for gripping your quilt
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Instructions 
CUT THE T-SHIRT & QUILTING FABRIC

Cut along both sides of the shirt, leaving it as wide as possible. Include sleeve cut-outs, if necessary. 
Save the sleeves.

Cut along shoulder seams.

Cut straight across the front just below neck ribbing.

Cut straight across the back just below neck ribbing (it is higher than front). The back will be longer 
than the front, and you will use this extra length to create an overlap at the middle of the back for 
inserting the pillow form.

Leave the hems on both front and back

Cut quilting fabric to sizes of front and back.

Cut binding strips 2-3/4” wide. Cut enough width-of-fabric strips for:
Height x 2 + Width x 2 + 8” (for the miters around the corners} + 4” (extra length for diagonal joins)

LAYER THE SANDWICHES

There are two ways to layer the t-shirt and the quilting fabric. Choose the option that suits you.

Option 1:  Front of pillow quilted: T-shirt Front / Quilting Fabric or solid color t-shirt fabric 
  Back of pillow quilted: T-shirt Back / Quilting Fabric or solid color t-shirt fabric

Use this option if your t-shirt has a design on the front and the back. If you think you will use this in 
a quilt later on, the best choice for the quilting fabric on the backs is a solid that matches the T-shirt 
color. This makes it easier to coordinate with other t-shirt backs in the quilt later on, or to use the 
t-shirt side of the back as sashing or spacers in the front of the quilt later on.

Option 2:  Front of pillow quilted: T-shirt Front / T-shirt Back  
  Back of pillow quilted: Quilting Fabric / Quilting Fabric

If you think you will use this in a quilt later on, the back and front of the t-shirt are quilted together so 
the back of the t-shirt will be on the back of the quilt. With this arrangement the front of your pillow 
might be stretchier than the back of the pillow, if that matters to you. Don’t use this arrangement if 
there’s a logo on the back of the shirt that you want to use.

Option 3:  Front of pillow quilted: T-shirt Front / T-shirt Back  
  Back of pillow NOT quilted: Quilting Fabric
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“Foundation” piecing blocks
FUsible applique blocks on blank shirts
To create a quilting template from a fabric: photocopy the fabric onto paper or translucent vellum, 
position it where you want it, then quilt throught the paper and tear away when finished.v

Cutting Shirts for Wonky Blocks
Cut each t-shirt in this order to get maximum usable space & longest strips [for a 20” finished 
block].
Remove Neck Binding and Shoulder Seams: Starting where a shoulder seam meets the sleeve, cut 
along both the sides of the shoulder seams and around the bottom of the neck binding.
Remove Sleeves: 
If the width of the body is wide enough for the block [backing] and the sleeves are attached at the 
width of the side seams, you can simply cut off the sleeves:
OPTION 1: Cut away each sleeve, cutting right along the sleeve seam on the body side (the seam 
will stay with the sleeve). 
OPTION 2: Cut a straight line from hem to shoulder just inside ONE side seam or fold and the 
sleeve seam, cutting off the sleeve. On the sleeve, trim away all seams but leave hem on for now. 
If you want to use the sleeve fabric later, you can cut off the hem or open it up for extra fabric.
If the sleeves are attached narrower than the width of the body, you’ll need to keep part of the 
sleeve attached to the body to get maximum use of the body fabric. This is especially the case if 
the body flat width of the shirt is not wide enough for the block [backing] so you’ll need to use part 
of the front of the shirt as well. In this case you need to keep as much of the shirt as possible in 
one piece.
OPTION 1 - WITHOUT CUTTING THE SIDE SEAM, cut off each sleeve in a straight line even with 
its side seam. (If there is a side seam on the body, cut out the crossing point of the underarm and 
the side seam.) If there is a little bit of loose fabric at the bottom of the sleeve, don’t worry - you’ll 
smooth it down later.
OPTION 2 - Turn the shirt inside out and smooth it flat on your cutting table. With a long ruler, 
start at the hem and mark a line straight up one side of the body 1/4” from the fold (If there is a 
seam, mark the line 1/4” inside the seam), passing 1/4” inside the underarm seam of the sleeve, and 
crossing the sleeve up to the top of the sleeve. Pin. Stitch along the marked line so that you have a 
straight seam all the way up the side of the shirt. Now, cut 1/4” outside the seam line, removing the 
sleeve, the crossed seams at the underarm, and the side seam or folded edge of the side seam. 
This leaves a 1/4” seam allowance. 
On the other sleeve, mark a line extending from the body fold (or seam) just inside the underarm 
seam of the sleeve, and crossing the sleeve up to the top of the sleeve. Cut along the line across 
the sleeve, then down the fold (or seam) of the body. 
Front: Through front of the shirt only (fold back layer down out of the way) cut across the top of the 
shirt front at bottom of neck binding. Make this cut parallel to any horizontal line in the logo.
[MAYBE LEAVE THIS OUT]  Front Block: Mark out center block around logo on front. Measure 
10-1/2” down from center of logo. Measure 10-1/2” from center to each side of logo. If there is less 
than 10” above, that’s okay for now. Cut out front block. This is best done with scissors rather than 
a rotary cutter; the cuts don’t have to be perfectly straight. DO NOT CUT IN THROUGH OTHER 
PARTS OF THE SHIRT. Start cutting at a spot where the block meets a cut edge. 
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Front Logo: Mark sewing lines around the logo, leaving about 1” space on each side. Adjust the 
lines to make them “wonky.” Cut 1/4” outside of wonky lines through front of shirt only. DO NOT 
CUT IN THROUGH OTHER PARTS OF THE SHIRT. Begin cut by snipping on a line then inserting 
the scissors. 
Right side: Through front layer of shirt only, from lower RH corner of logo cut out cut straight down 
to bottom of shirt. (This leaves a wide strip of fabric under where the sleeve was.) MAKE ONLY 
ONE CUT FROM ONE CORNER.
Backing: On back of shirt, mark out a 20-1/2” square, measuring down from the cut top edge. Cut 
out the backing along this line. It’s okay if it includes part of the sleeves.
What remains to be used for contrasting wonky block in another shirt:  
2 sleeves 
2 strips from underarms to hem, probably about 3”-4” wide 
Circumference of bottom of shirt up to bottom of logo in front and up to bottom of backing in back.  
Batting: Cut batting about 1/2” larger than finished size of square - 20-1/2” for these 20” blocks. 
This can be a rough cut; it will be trimmed to exact size after the block is assembled and quilted.
Fuse batting to back of shirt:  Put backing right side down on ironing board and batting on top. 
Use a sleeve as a pressing cloth under the iron and fuse the batting to the backing.  Although 
the sleeve will start to bond with the batting, if you pull it off while it is warm it won’t stick. In any 
event, you can still pull it off the batting after it cools.
Fuse the logo cut out in the center of the batting. Now you’re ready to cut and sew strips of con-
trasting fabric in a wonky frame around the logo.
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Free-Motion Quilting Basics
Sewing machine set up, tension, 

Outlining logos 

Using  tissue over logos

Basic fills

Tape for grids
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Borders
Styles [Plain, mini blocks, fabric choice, 

Configurations [from FMM30 book]

Calculating size and yardage

Quilting as a whole unit, then cutting to size

Mini Block [Building strip sets]

Pre-binding




